Each black vertical line is a number that represents your run time multiplied by your rating of
perceived effort (RPE)

Each blue vertical line is the cumulative total of each black line for the previous 7 days.
This means you have 7 weeks of running data collected because there are 7 blue vertical
lines. Ideally we would like to see the blue lines a little higher each week, and at some
time after several weeks, the blue line should drop, to indicate a lower weekly volume
as a recovery week. This would also drop in a taper period.

The squiggly red line is the average of the previous 7 days of black vertical lines. Each time you
add a black line (because of a run session), the red squiggly line adjusts. It is known as the acute
training load (ATL).

The less-squiggly blue line is the average of the previous 42 days (6 weeks) of black vertical lines.
Each time you add a black line (because of a run session), the blue squiggly line adjusts. It is
known as the chronic training load (ATL). It will not have such marked changes as the red line
(ATL).

The large grey shade is known as the training stress balance (TSB). It is the quotient of the
squiggly red and blue lines. That is, (ATL/CTL) = TSB. It is only of interest after you have 6 weeks
of data. So, from the 6th week, we want the grey mass to be between the two horizontal red
lines. You can see that your grey mass is slightly above the top horizontal red line just after the
6th week, then it begins to drop below it.

The bottom horizontal line is at 80% TSB. This means that if the grey shade is at the bottom red line, your
previous 7 days training load is at 80% of your previous 6 weeks training load. This would happen if you backed
off training load in the previous 1 week compared to the previous 6 weeks. If your grey mass drops to this line,
you will be losing fitness. Ideally, to maintain fitness, you’d keep the grey mass at 100% (there is no line at 100%
but you can see the 100% point on the right hand side Y-axis.

The top horizontal line is at 150% TSB. This means that if the grey shade is at the bottom red line, your previous
7 days training load is at 150% of your previous 6 weeks training load. This would happen if you increased
training load in the previous 1 week compared to the previous 6 weeks. If your grey mass rises to this line, you
will be stressing fitness load more in the past week and it will be a high stimulus. Ideally, to increase fitness,
you’d keep the grey mass above 100% but less than 150%.

This is the data that you entered to represent non-running training. All the same lines represent
the same thing – each black line is a training session that is non-running.

This is the summation of data from the run chart and the other chart (non-run). This one is a truer representation of the
stress on your body. We want to see the grey mass in between the two horizontal red lines from the 6 week mark to
indicate that you are balancing the stress. The orange lines indicate when you are ill or injured.
You can see that overall your fitness (squiggly blue line) is rising, and the balance of weekly stress to 6-weekly stress is
healthy because it is in between the two horizontal red lines.

The largest stress you’ve had at the moment is 700 points on the 1st of June, a run of 140 minutes at RPE of 5 (heavy). This
stress did not cause a spike outside of the 150% top red line, but to the red line so that indicates it was right on the correct
amount of stress to really challenge you but not enough to tip you over the line.

If we guess that on half-marathon day, you’ll run approximately 1 hour 50 minutes (a guess) and your RPE for that run will
be higher than 5, perhaps 6 or 7, then your estimated training load for that day will be approximately 6.5 x 110 or 715.
Your fitness right now indicates you have this in the bag comfortably.

